Portable Display Collection
Our promise to you

For over 17 years we have produced quality, portable and reusable display systems for exhibitions, office and retail environments and many other marketing events.

As a full service agency we design print & supply in house, delivering a personal and professional service to ensure that your branding and event specifications are met without fuss.

Our wide range of the very latest portable display systems can be found here, we have split our products into easy to explore Indoor, Outdoor & Modular sections, this PDF also has bookmarks for quick section reference that will help you find your ideal system quickly.

If you need additional help or product information don’t hesitate to call our experienced event and exhibition team, or search for more product information on our website.

We continue to source premium quality and innovative display products available to the market, our range is constantly evolving and we will always source new products on request.
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Our Options stands built for you
With options for every situation we have a display stand to suit your budget

Options For Everyone
Our complete range has, when possible been split into different price brackets from low cost occasion use budget stands to premium displays designed for intensive use with unique features.

Mid Range
- Suitable for regular use
- Quality systems
- Update graphics over time
- Superior laminated finish

Budget
- Suitable for occasional use
- Low cost
- Simple design
- Budget laminated finish

Impact Xpress Budget Pop up display system

Key Features
- Available curved or straight frames
- Magnetic self locking device allows frame to assemble easily
- Available in a standard 2.25m height or midi 1.85m height
- Secure graphic panel fittings
- 5 year warranty on hardware
- High Impact graphic panels supplied in individual protective sleeves
- Setup within 15 minutes

Impact Xpress exhibition stands are available 2.25m high or 1.85m high. These pop up frames are available in curved or straight format. Impact Xpress has the option for panels to be fitted to the rear of the stand, to create a 360 degree display stand.

Portability Evolved
Many of our stands are designed for mixed use, single & double sided options, stands that can be combined to build complete displays. Colour coded budget options help you compare.

Designed For You
Our display stands have been chosen to cover all bases. Printed in house, our team are committed to ensuring you receive the finest product, whichever range product you choose.

Flexibility at an Affordable Price
Impact Xpress pop up stands are available 2.25m high or 1.85m high. These pop up frames are available in curved or straight format. Impact Xpress has the option for panels to be fitted to the rear of the stand, to create a 360 degree display stand.

Impact Xpress exhibition stands can be stored and transported in a range of wheeled cases, some of which can be converted into a podium. 50w Halogen lights or LED lights are available for each of the Impact range of exhibition stands.
Impact Original
Mid Range Pop up display system

Impact™ Original is our best selling pop up display stand. Precision engineered magnetic fittings ensure the panels locate to the correct position on the frame.

**Designed for companies requiring high impact, durable & quick build pop up display stands, Impact™ Original is available 2.67m wide (3x3) or 3.22m wide (4x3).**

Impact Original exhibition stands can be stored and transported in a range of wheeled cases, some of which can be converted into a podium.

### Key Features
- Magnetic self locking device makes frame assembly quick and easy
- Magnetic graphic fittings eliminate unsightly panel hooks
- Designed for seamless display
- Reinforced frame for intensive use
- Lifetime warranty on hardware
- High Impact graphic panels supplied in individual protective sleeves
- Option to fit LCD screens
- Setup within 10 minutes

**Effortless Pop Up Displays!**

Impact™ Original is our best selling pop up display stand. Precision engineered magnetic fittings ensure the panels locate to the correct position on the frame.

Impact™ Plus is our ultimate pop up display stand. Every component in the sleek Impact™ Plus has been designed with a focus on durability and ease of use.

**Red Dot award winning product design sets Impact Plus apart from others**

### Key Features
- Premium build quality frame
- Strong magnetic fittings on bars make for secure display stand set up
- Magnetic graphic fittings eliminate unsightly panel hooks
- Lifetime warranty on hardware
- High Impact graphic panels supplied in individual sleeves
- Red Dot Design Award winner
- Foldable magnetic bars reduces components for easier display stand setup
- 50w Halogen lights or LED lights are available for each of the Impact range of exhibition stands.

Perfect Partner for Strong Brands

Our ultimate pop up display stand. Every component in the sleek Impact™ Plus has been designed with a focus on durability and ease of use.

Red Dot award winning product design sets Impact Plus apart from others. Quality build ensures years of trouble free intensive use.

50w Halogen lights or LED lights are available for each of the Impact range of exhibition stands.
Roller Banners premium banners

Zap D2

Key Features
- Interchangeable graphic panels
- Available 85cm or 120cm wide
- Stylish black or chrome finish
- Telescopic height adjustable pole

Premium Quality, Swedish Design
Designed for years of trouble-free use. We still produce replacement graphic panels for clients who use Zap stands over 10 years old. Comes with lifetime guarantee against product failure.

Zap D3

Key Features
- Adjustable feet for uneven floors
- Available 85cm or 120cm wide
- Add an LED or halogen light
- Lifeline warranty on hardware

Key Features
- Glossy white base with grey textured sides
- Modern durable dual action white top rail
- Ratchet graphic tensioner mechanisms
- Height adjustable telescopic pole

Revolution

Revolution in Style and Features
A truly stunning banner stand, a real evolution in quality banner construction and ease of use. Encased in a modern gloss plastic outer shell, when in use looks like it’s floating off the floor!

S1 Roll up

Key Features
- Three widths available
- Stylish black or chrome finish
- Red Dot Design Award Winner
- Lifetime guarantee against hardware failure

Award Winning Banner Stand
Reliable and hard wearing. Swedish designed, suited for companies looking for a durable, intensive use stand. Available 85cm, 100cm or 120cm wide.

Compact

Key Features
- 85cm or 100cm wide option
- Strong construction
- Adjustable height
- Lifetime guarantee against hardware failure

Designed for intensive use
Simple to use, rounded corners & sides makes it simple and easy to handle. The base unit has protective edges to ensure Compact will stand up to regular use over many years.

Quickscreen3

Key Features
- Easy change cassette graphics system
- Variable coloured ends
- Height adjustable
- Seven size options

Change Graphic Panels in Seconds
Quickscreen3 is a long-time industry favourite used by the UK’s leading brands for over ten years. Peace of mind comes with a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty against product failure.
Roller Banners mid range banners

**Evo**

**Mid Range** Cost effective banner

**Key Features**
- Telescopic pole, height adjustable panels
- Chrome finish-stabilising foot
- 5 Year Warranty
- 85cm, 100cm or 120cm wide

Quality guaranteed
With the addition of chrome end plates and an attractive chrome finished support foot. Evo is ideal for companies looking the next step up from a standard roller banner stand.

**Verve+**

**Mid Range** Height adjustable banner

**Key Features**
- Solid, stable design
- Smart chrome finish
- Base /poles available silver or matt black
- Widths 85cm, 100cm, 120cm or 150cm wide

Compact, sloping angled base
Our narrow footprint banner, no protruding foot needed to stabilise the stand. Ideal for busy venues where they may be a concern about passers by tripping on a visible support foot.

**Quickscreen**

**Mid Range** Robust base unit stand

**Key Features**
- Two heights available - 200cm or 218cm
- Lifetime Guarantee
- Interchangeable graphic panels
- 85cm, 100cm or 120cm wide

Quality that lasts
Our best selling mid range roller display stand are a clear favourite We still produce replacement graphic panels for clients who ordered previous Quickscreen stands, over ten years ago.

**Merlin**

**Mid Range** Removable cassette roller banner

**Key Features**
- 5 year Warranty
- Stylish Sloping Base
- Change graphics on-site
- Widths 85cm or 100cm Height 210cm

**Interchangeable Graphic Panels**
Merlin roller banner stands have a removable graphic panel cassette which is stored inside the base unit. This enables multiple graphic panel use, each can be ready in its own cassette to be used with this system. Ideal for changing graphic without the need to have to send the unit back to us.

**Barracuda**

**Mid Range** Modern roller banner stand

**Key Features**
- Sloping base, no feet needed
- Easy set-up, strong design
- Monitor stands and lights available
- Six size options, up to 240cm wide

Our Popular Mid-range Banner Reconfigured
This versatile system which has been on the market and developing for well over ten years now has more widths to compliment excising models. In addition to the original 0.8m and 1m models, the Barracuda has four new widths up to an impressive 2.4 meters!
Quickstand2

**Budget** Single or double sided banner stand

**Key Features**
- Double sided budget option
- 200cm high, 85cm wide, 3.6kg
- Solid construction, suitable for occasional use
- Base supplied with a 2 year manufacturer’s warranty

**Budget option with quality features**
The cost effective nature of these display stands also makes them useful for time sensitive quick promotions, we can also produce short life graphic panels, making one off promotions even more cost-effective. Lightweight and travel ready its a budget system packed with features.

Verve2

**Mid Range** Quality finish, no protruding feet

**Key Features**
- Front/Back graphics, minimal distance
- Part bungee, part telescopic pole
- 85cm or 100cm wide x 200cm high
- Hardware comes with a 5 year guarantee

*Use Single or Double Sided*

Verve2 banner pack a punch for quality & price. Modern styled chrome base & no protruding feet, make it the perfect choice for when you need to be budget conscious but still need added style and stability. All packed into a 8kg system with graphic cassette with chromed side caps.

Mediastand2

**Premium** Double sided display stand exposure

**Key Features**
- Lights available
- Quick change graphic panel
- Lifetime hardware warranty
- Premium double-sided banner

Top of the range stand design & features

Supplied with a lifetime guarantee against product failure, the sturdy aircraft styled aluminium casing will withstand the busiest campaign. A display stand that will last for years. The sturdy base unit is supplied with adjustable feet to ensure this display stand can cope with uneven floors.

Dual

**Premium** Stand attractive finish

**Key Features**
- 5 year hardware guarantee
- Wide base, footless design
- Quick change graphic system
- Premium double-sided banner

Elegant, eye catching double sided roller banner

With premium Dual stand changing graphics is so easy, you can update on the fly, slide the cartridge out with the aid of the locking pin, you’ll have new graphics ready to use in under a minute. Combine with long hardware warranty results in a system that will last you many years.
Roller Banners budget

**Prism**

*Budget* Stable twin foot banner stand

- Entry level roll-up
- Aluminium base
- Two foot sturdy design
- Three size options

Reliability & durability combined

Our entry level roll up has a modern design and sleek roller banner system. High-grade aluminium base, combined with good quality roller mechanism, designed for occasional use.

**Quickstand**

*Budget* Popular low cost display stand

- Four sizes available
- Perfect for one off usage
- Light and portable
- Our best selling banner

Lightweight pop up stands

Quickstand pop up displays have a two footed base unit for extra reliability and stability. Peace of mind, with a 2 Year replace or repair manufacturer’s warranty against product failure.

**Giant Mosquito**

*Budget* Giant banner, tiny price

- At 3m high our tallest banner
- Available in five widths
- Twin twist out feet for stability
- Part bungee, part telescopic pole

Options to impress

Giant Mosquito is one of the largest economy banners you can buy. At 3m your message will never be missed. Fully adjustable pole is safe and sturdy, and can be set at various heights to suit.

**Aero**

Modular display system, pop up banner pricing

- Height adjustable, three width options
- Modular framework, quality accessories
- Hardware guaranteed for 5 years
- Retractable PVC graphic panels

Versatile exhibition display system

Designed to be reduced or extended with removable sections, sold as a three panel linked kit or individual retractable roller banners & feet. Widths available are 1000mm, 1500mm and 2000mm. The Aero posts can be set at three different graphic panel heights.

**Plus**

Links to create larger display

- Coloured or chrome end caps
- Supplied with a 5 year guarantee
- Link to create backdrop or use individually
- Each unit is 200cm height x 85cm wide & 6kg

Professional and adaptable banner display stand

Used individually, Plus is a cost effective, sleek roll up banner stand. Plus banner stands can be linked together to create a larger display. Simply join two or more Plus stands together with a magnetic joining cap and link profile fittings to create a larger display wall.
Uno

**Budget** Linked banner stands

- **Key Features**
  - Quick change graphics
  - Fabric and paper options
  - Simple design easy to use
  - Build full walls in minutes

Lightweight, perfect exhibition partner

Finished with a powder coated black foot. Supplied in a carry bag and tube. Uno banner displays are available 80cm or 100cm wide, and different widths can be linked together. The overall height is 220cm or 290cm, we can also produce custom heights between 175cm - 290cm.

Link2

**Premium** Link together – straight or curved

- **Key Features**
  - Quick change graphics on site
  - Link and curve to create quick walls
  - Great solution for quick exhibitions
  - Quality system will last for years - lifetime warranty

Narrow footprint – ideal for shell schemes

20cm deep, 85cm wide & 217.5cm high. Multiple Link2 display stands can be joined to create a wide but narrow straight backdrop, you can add a 23.5cm flexi-link panel to create curve and wave shapes. The patented tension design ensures the graphics are level regardless of the floor it’s on.

Moonbase

**Mid Range** Interactive desktop display points

- **Key Features**
  - Secure display
  - Rotating display
  - Multi tablet compatible
  - Internal power cable system

Versatile Moonbase Tablet Holder

Securing both iPad and Samsung tablets in an interactive display that’s great for point of sale, office or event environments. 45° screen sharing and 330° rotation feature, combined with a solid & heavy base allows you to effortlessly interact with your clients or share a tablet comfortably.

Counter

**Premium** Counter top iPad display unit

- **Key Features**
  - Fits standard iPads
  - Secure Fixings, Easy set-up
  - Landscape or portrait configuration
  - Internal power cable system

Light & easy to setup counter configuration

Counter Mount iPad display unit can be fitted to most standard surface that can be drilled to fit the screw fixings. This mount can be used in conjunction with many of our portable counters. If purchased with one of our counters, we will pre-drill the holes for you, to make for simple set up.
Our low cost iPad holder
This sleek and portable iPad display unit can be used with all iPad tablets excluding iPad 1. The iPad housing can be positioned portrait or landscape, and is made of steel.

The housing system is stylish and secure, supplied with keys to keep your tablet safe. The head rotates from landscape to portrait view & can also flip back 330º for shared viewing.

Powered by battery or charging port
The Curve iPad Display Stand is a premium quality constructed free standing unit and enclosure, designed for quick and easy utilisation where power may not be available.

Podium iPad Display Stand
Simple construction, heavy secure base and intelligent cable management make the Podium iPad stand a firm favourite. With a choice of acrylic tops you display will always look great!

Double iPad practicality
Podium Duo offers space saving solutions in tight situations. The perfect partner to many retail and event environments, this simple yet stylish iPad holder delivers information to all your customers.

Add even more information
Podium Quad delivers information in a space saving four user station, even the busiest retail environment delivers your interactive message in style, to the maximum audience possible.

Key Features
- Can house both iPad and Samsung tablets
- Secure & rotating display
- Internal power cable system
- Available in smart black or brilliant white

Key Features
- Made for iPad
- Push button security lock with key release
- Black high gloss acrylic fascia
- Durable silver grey steel enclosure & base

Key Features
- Secure Fixings
- Landscape or portrait configuration
- Internal power cable system
- For standard 9.7” iPads only (iPad 4 & below)

Key Features
- Made for iPad
- Single post, base and acrylic podium table
- Continuous iPad power supply
- Optional moulded wheeled trolley case
Versa
Premium
Optional table & graphic

Encourage customer interaction
Stylish design and optional extras, acrylic tables & A4 brochure holder (in a choice of colours). Add a linking profile, to allow your printed branded message, makes a true interactive display.

iPad POS
Premium
Multi table & post stand

Point of Sale Display Feature
Add a new element to your display with 3 colourful shelves & matching end caps. (In a choice of colours). Complete this retail display that with additional literature holders.

iPad Retail
Premium
Four Print Display Options

Unleash interactive creativity
Create eye-catching iPad retail & POS displays. Attach an iPad display to a single post and baseplate, then add product shelves & literature presenters, to create a simple & effective display.

Zeus
Budget
Make your case interactive

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Turns Zeus case into interactive stand
• Wrap graphics option
• Coloured table top options

Techno Space
Mid Range
Custom cut-out graphics

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Free 14 day trial
• Control internet access
• Six key interfaces target your audience

Powerful Interactive iPad Software
Engage your audience and improve their experience. Paired with any of our tablet stands that support iPad, allowing you to deliver great user experiences on your compatible device.

iPad Software
Beautifully simple iPad dashboard

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Turn light and cost effective iPad stand, they can be used as a low cost freestanding iPad display with the option to add a portable graphic panel or a custom rigid graphic on the Drinks model.

Light and cost effective iPad stand, they can be used as a low cost freestanding iPad display with the option to add a portable graphic panel or a custom rigid graphic on the Drinks model.

iPad tabletop fitting for Zeus Case
Primarily used to store and transport our range of pop up display stands. Zeus case comes with a trolley that can now accommodate a iPad cut out, complete with printed graphic panel.

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Secure enclosure
• Option for shelf and banner display
• Remove graphics, use as standalone display

Techno Space & Techno Space Deluxe
Primarily used to store and transport our range of pop up display stands. Zeus case comes with a trolley that can now accommodate a iPad cut out, complete with printed graphic panel.

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Free 14 day trial
• Control internet access
• Six key interfaces target your audience

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Secure enclosure
• Option for shelf and banner display
• Remove graphics, use as standalone display

Techno Space & Techno Space Deluxe
Light and cost effective iPad stand, they can be used as a low cost freestanding iPad display with the option to add a portable graphic panel or a custom rigid graphic on the Drinks model.

Point of Sale Display Feature
Add a new element to your display with 3 colourful shelves & matching end caps. (In a choice of colours). Complete this retail display that with additional literature holders.

Unleash interactive creativity
Create eye-catching iPad retail & POS displays. Attach an iPad display to a single post and baseplate, then add product shelves & literature presenters, to create a simple & effective display.

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Turns Zeus case into interactive stand
• Wrap graphics option
• Coloured table top options

Techno Space
Mid Range
Custom cut-out graphics

Key Features
• Made for iPad
• Free 14 day trial
• Control internet access
• Six key interfaces target your audience

Powerful Interactive iPad Software
Engage your audience and improve their experience. Paired with any of our tablet stands that support iPad, allowing you to deliver great user experiences on your compatible device.

iPad Software
Beautifully simple iPad dashboard
We have been supplying Centro framed stands for over ten years, and with good reason! Built around the reliable and stable Centro locked frame system, you have a huge choice of shapes and accessories to build your future marketing displays around. Start with a small static display and grow into a fully modular system at your own pace, with long-term guarantee and our support your system will last for years to come, make the smart choice.

Key Features

- Designed to achieve a visually seamless magnetic graphic display
- Innovative adaptable display system
- Contemporary neon acrylic caps and accessories in different colours
- Unique, durable aluminium construction
- Only a single hex key for assembly
- Fittings available for small & large screen
- Silver base plate to ensure stability
- Overall height without lighting 2019mm
- Quality assured with a 5 year guarantee

Centro Showcase

Premium Centro styled and quality display pod

Key Features

- Complete Centro range compatibility
- Printed, white or clear shelf infill panels
- Header and base panels for promotional graphic display
- Shelf takes up to 12kg of evenly distributed products

Showcase your products in style

Showcase your latest ideas and products behind an attractive, secure and protected display. With looks and build quality that’s made to suit the most demanding exhibitions, can be used in a variety of configurations including a printed back panel, single sided viewing or open dual aspect display.

Key Features

- Six poster display configurations
- Mount Centro accessories to the frame
- Stainless steel hanging wires, hex keys supplied
- Range of coloured acrylic post caps

Free-standing suspended poster display holders

With Centro free standing suspended poster display holders your images are housed securely in clear double-sided acrylic pockets. You can further add to your display by using the accessories available in the range such our popular iPad holder to create an interactive and visually stunning display.
Linear Pro Systems

Premium Bespoke exhibition system ideal for the retail environment

Key Features
- Portable with full set up instructions
- Anodised aluminium construction
- 75mm rounded modular posts
- Accessories include literature holders, LCD mount and shelves
- Additional optional accessories including spotlights, counters and carry case

Build unique exhibition stands
The Linear range of portable exhibit systems are designed to ship with minimal lead-time and are a terrific off the shelf solution for trade-shows and semi permanent displays, ideal for shopping centres and exhibition venues.
All kits accommodate optional lighting. Choice of LCD screen mounts, brochure holders, product display shelves and moulded carry cases.
Framing is constructed of extruded aluminium with sturdy oval steel bases. Key-Locking arms makes Linear strong, lightweight and easy to assemble.
Use single or join together to create six configurations with looks that perfectly complements any exhibition.

Vortex
Budget Low cost banner display stand

Key Features
- Lightweight design
- Tough PVC graphics
- Change graphics quickly
- High resolution smart graphics

Lightweight portable display
Vortex has a very lightweight design that allows users to quickly assemble the framework. The PVC graphic is easily attached for an instant professional eye catching display.

Wedge
Budget Rigid graphic panel stand

Key Features
- Single sided graphics
- Cut-out custom shapes
- Backed to ridged foam PVC
- Powder coated steel base, four width options

Wedge base holds custom options
Set your creativity on sale with the stylish Wedge base to make banner style static stands in four widths or combine with larger graphics that supports large scale static display walls.

Magnet Frame
Mid Range Clip on magnetic graphics

Key Features
- Magnetic graphic mounted in seconds
- Easy to assemble & change graphics
- Suitable for roll up graphic panels
- Single or double sided

The flat base stylish system
A double-sided frame for rollable, easily transported panels. The graphic is mounted seconds in just seconds with magnetic strips encased discreetly in its aluminium frames.

Linear Pro Systems

Key Features
- Portable with full set up instructions
- Anodised aluminium construction
- 75mm rounded modular posts
- Accessories include literature holders, LCD mount and shelves
- Additional optional accessories including spotlights, counters and carry case

Build unique exhibition stands
The Linear range of portable exhibit systems are designed to ship with minimal lead-time and are a terrific off the shelf solution for trade-shows and semi permanent displays, ideal for shopping centres and exhibition venues.
All kits accommodate optional lighting. Choice of LCD screen mounts, brochure holders, product display shelves and moulded carry cases.
Framing is constructed of extruded aluminium with sturdy oval steel bases. Key-Locking arms makes Linear strong, lightweight and easy to assemble.
Use single or join together to create six configurations with looks that perfectly complements any exhibition.
Verso
Create impressive backwalls to fit your needs

Key Features
• Build up-to 18m square walls
• Bespoke shapes and heights
• Easy tool free setup
• Straight or curved profiles

Great impact with a backwall at your required size
Choose between straight, inner and outer curves. Update the size and add new Verso fabric graphics with a fully adjustable frame, re-use the hardware for years. The frame is easy to build and the fabric can be fitted at working height before being extended to it’s full height.

Impress
Seamless & Optional Backlit Fabric Display

Key Features
• Sharp & Seamless silicon edge graphics attachment
• Easy to assemble & update graphics
• Available as backlit display with LED light curtains
• Attachable feet available in 3 colours

Lighting options for every occasion
Available external backlit curtain of lights creates a stunning backdrop for all lighting conditions, non backlit option uses the same frame, so lights can be added or removed depending on the situation. Purpose made SEG textile graphics hug the frame to create a sharp, effective back wall.

Peagusus
Cost effective, flexible and adaptable

Key Features
• Easy care fabric, simple set-up
• Multiple widths and height options
• Tension fabric graphics look great
• Join 3m frames to create 6m display with extension kit

Lightweight, fabric graphic panel
The Peagusus graphic panel is printed onto a one piece lightweight fabric material. The fabric graphic panel fits into a carry bag along with the hardware, to make for easy transportation. Ideal for companies where the transportation weight is an important deciding factor.

Impact Fabric Plus
Versatile pop-up fabric display

Key Features
• Smart graphics wrap around edges
• Based on popular Impact system frame design
• Four size options – With smart end panels covers
• Use side by side to create simple shell scheme

Next generation of fast build fabric displays
Ideal for companies who are concerned how heavy-handed use of traditional pop up displays might limit graphic panel life. The fabric panel is pre fixed to the frame so there is no need for the user to handle the fabric panel during set up, minimising chances of wear and tear.
Stretch Freestanding

**Premium** Custom freestanding fabric displays

**Key Features**
- Imposing & eye catching display
- Strong & sturdy
- Multiple size & shape options
- Build & leave, designed for long-term use

**Professional fabric backdrop**

Stretch products are available with easy to fit fabric graphic panels which are supplied with silicone edge strips which slide into the framework. We can produce Stretch freestanding displays with a straight or curved frame & single or double sided printed fabric panel. Custom sizes available.

---

Stretch Pod

**Premium** Wall mountable point of sale unit

**Venue meetings with style & stability**

Create a unique curved enclosed meeting area at events or venues where a degree of seclusion is required. All of our Stretch products are available with easy to fit fabric graphic panels which are supplied with silicone edge strips which slide into the framework.

**Key Features**
- Used as portable privacy pods
- Strong & sturdy, eye catching display
- Multiple size options
- Build & leave, designed for long-term use

---

Stretch Arch

**Premium** Arch displays with fabric panels

**Imposing, strong, yet lightweight**

Arch can be used as a permanent or temporary structure with an arch height of 2m. All of our Stretch products are available with easy to fit fabric graphic panels which are supplied with silicone edge strips which slide into the framework.

**Key Features**
- Eye catching display
- Strong & sturdy
- Multiple size options
- Build & leave, designed for long-term use

---

Bannerbow Indoor

**Premium** Fabric arches, big, bold & light

**Event Arch Aluminium - Designed for indoors**

The neutral, light aluminium base has an exclusive feel and is available in two different colors, aluminium & black. Bannerbow event arches are easy to set up, without the need for any tools or special equipment. You can set up three commanding sizes arches, by yourself, in just a few minutes.

**Key Features**
- Three size options
- Single show through or double sided print
- Unique design, quick build, fits in supplied shoulder bag
- Add a inner backdrop wall - Fits neatly under small arch
Formulate Hanging
Unmissable suspended fabric shapes

Key Features
• Seven great shapes, size options to suit all situations
• Printable double sided fabric for all models
• Easy fit graphic socks with zip fastening
• Supplied with hanging loops to suspend from ceiling

Fanfare your exhibition messages
You’ll command attention with a Formulate Hanging Banner in a wide variety of sizes you’re sure to add even more impact to your brand.

Securely fastened with strong specialised hooks, which enable your shape to be hung from the ceiling rigging at most exhibition halls.

Vector Quick Fix
Large scale fabric panel frames

Key Features
• Perfect for retail, corporate or commercial environments
• Update graphics quickly with silicone edging (SEG profile)
• Standard or custom size frames up to 4m
• Perfect for quick shell scheme display solution

Impressive wall mounted displays built in no time
A slim 20mm deep, vector quick fix frames with silicone edging graphics to be mounted quickly. Position and drill through the frame and attach to your wall. The vector Wall Quick Fix frame is a single sided display that’s available in a range of standard or huge custom sizes (up to 4m x 3m).

Vector LED
Light box graphics, freestanding & wall mounted

Key Features
• Available in standard sizes or custom formats
• 100mm / 125mm / 150mm profile depths
• Consistent bright lighting
• Simple LED linking lights
• Easy to assemble and take down
• Single Allen key – one person construction
• Single or double-sided

Retail displays just got brighter!
Simple silicon edge construction, light and vibrant fabric graphics with bright LED lights makes a long term investment that will look great for years to come!

Vector LED features a choice of different depths from a razor thin wall mounted 75mm profile through to a solid 150mm freestanding display. All of the profles can be produced to your exact specification, both single & double sided, with LED plug and play lights & vibrant UV printed graphics.

Foam Cube
Foam filled soft branded cube

Key Features
• Weights & size options for multiple uses
• Make an interactive soft display
• Comfortable branded seat, hard fill option
• Fill with elastic material for a tactile feature

Fun tactile exhibition feature
Custom cubes are printed on high-quality waterproof polyester fabric, using sharp & vibrant dye sublimation transfer, which means you can have any colour, or printed design imaginable.

Foam cubes can have three different fillings making them suitable as rest points, fabric displays or interactive toy.
Zipper Wall Straight
Straight tension fabric panel frames

Key Features
- Easy fit graphic with zip fastening
- Ideal permanent feature or portable display
- Create stunning fabric graphics with double sided prints
- A solution for every space, amazing 30 size options!

One frame multiple options
With an incredible 30 size options in five standard heights and multiple widths, there’s a solution that fits any display requirement, create unique exhibition displays that are quick to construct. Combined with easy care seamless graphics you’ll have a display solution that looks great for years!

Zipper Wall Curved
Curved tension fabric panel frames

Key Features
- Quick and simple to assemble, lightweight tube frame
- Attractive alternative in any retail environment
- Clamp for LED or Halogen lighting option
- Available in 9 sizes from: 1 - 2.3m (H), 3 - 5m (W)

Seamless and Strong Design
Curved Zipper Fabric Display is one of the most popular curved fabric walls within the fabric range. Boasting a playful shape and ease of use, available in nine sizes, As with all fabric products, Curved Zipper Display is strong and sturdy as well as extremely lightweight and portable.

Zipper Wall Wave
Elegant tension fabric panel frames

Key Features
- Easy fit graphic with zip fastening
- Available in 2 sizes, 2.4m or 3m wide x 2.2m high
- Packs away into a fabric carry bag
- Create stunning fabric graphics with double sided prints

Undulating fabric curves with a gentle slope
Zipper Wall Wave gives you a strong branded backdrop. part of the popular fabric display range of walls that can be used for a variety of portable and fixed display solutions. With a strong frame that ties together for easy build combined with seamless fabric graphics.

Moon Meeting Pod
Private pod tension fabric panel frame

Key Features
- Portable enclosed meeting area
- Clamp for LED or Halogen lighting option
- Packs away into a fabric carry bag
- 2m high, 2.8m wide, 1.7m deep, commanding pod design

Zipper Wall Wave / Pod fabric backwalls

One frame multiple options
With an incredible 30 size options in five standard heights and multiple widths, there’s a solution that fits any display requirement, create unique exhibition displays that are quick to construct. Combined with easy care seamless graphics you’ll have a display solution that looks great for years!

Zipper Straight / Curved fabric backwalls

Zipper Wall Straight / Curved fabric backwalls

One frame multiple options
With an incredible 30 size options in five standard heights and multiple widths, there’s a solution that fits any display requirement, create unique exhibition displays that are quick to construct. Combined with easy care seamless graphics you’ll have a display solution that looks great for years!
Curved
Gentle curved fabric banner stand

Key Features
- 5 year warranty
- Create stunning fabric graphics
- Ideal permanent feature or portable display
- Size: H 2380mm, W 900mm, D 608mm

Attractive in any retail environment
Skin profile allows the look of a curved banner, quick build frame combined with a graphic that simply slides over the structure create this visually pleasing shape.

Straight
Straight fabric banner stands

Key Features
- 5 year warranty
- Attractive alternative display feature
- Complete with fabric carry bag
- Available in seven size options

Straight Fabric Banner Solutions
Skin fabric alternative to paper-based roller banners, compared to fabric walls it’s narrow profile allows it to be used as a fabric banner rather than a back drop wall.

Snake
Curvy & tactile, wear your branding

Key Features
- 5 year warranty
- Stability from its usual shape
- Quick and simple no tech assembly
- Size: H 2380mm, W 900mm, D 300mm

Fits like a glove
This modern ultra stylish fabric display is large and commanding. Stretch fabric material fits the tubular frame snugly. Strong banding and a stylish concept you’re bound to draw attention.

Baseline
Quick display solution, folding display Kits

Key Features
- 5 year warranty
- Create stunning fabric graphics
- Ideal permanent feature or portable display
- Size: H 2380mm, W 900mm, D 608mm

Attractive in any retail environment
Skin profile allows the look of a curved banner, quick build frame combined with a graphic that simply slides over the structure create this visually pleasing shape.

Formulate Column
Customised fabric wall tower

Key Features
- Tubular aluminium structure
- Fabric graphic with zip system
- Customisable on all four sides with print
- 2.5m, 3m & 3.5m height options. 1m width & depth.

Impressive towers that are easy to manoeuvre
Available in three impressive heights, these columns are ideal for highlighting a message or as a signalling point for modular exhibition decoration. Formulate columns can easily be built in an exhibition hall, communicate your message on all four sides of Formulate Column.

Straight Fabric Banner Solutions
Slim fabric alternative to paper-based roller banners, compared to fabric walls it’s narrow profile allows it to be used as a fabric banner rather than a back drop wall.

Formulate Column
Customised fabric wall tower

Key Features
- Tubular aluminium structure
- Fabric graphic with zip system
- Customisable on all four sides with print
- 2.5m, 3m & 3.5m height options. 1m width & depth.

Impressive towers that are easy to manoeuvre
Available in three impressive heights, these columns are ideal for highlighting a message or as a signalling point for modular exhibition decoration. Formulate columns can easily be built in an exhibition hall, communicate your message on all four sides of Formulate Column.
Point of Sale static stands

**Key Features**
- Two styles Straight / Curved
- A3 & A4 size options
- Front-opening snapframes
- Stable & secure base

**Flexible & different**
Used for exhibitions, retail displays and just generally as an interesting way to deliver personal, comfortable eye level information.

**Draw a crowd - Screen Tower**
Screen Tower is built for the job of delivering your message exactly in the best position for exhibition day. Printed completes the look.

**Perfect event presentation**
Quick build and solid construction make this a secure option to display your literature and feature presentation at any show.

**Freestanding poster display**
Display a A1 poster, securely housed within a front opening snapframe. Can be ordered as a single sided, or double sided display (with two snapframes).

Digital Signage

**Key Features**
- 5 year warranty
- Available in two impressive sizes
- Contemporary look freestanding screens
- Power timer

**Run 24/7 – Unlike traditional monitors**
The displays are fitted with commercial grade panels providing them with a wide viewing angle, improved colour contrast and brightness as well as the ability to be used 24 hours a day.

**Eye level marketing**
This modern ultra stylish fabric display is large and commanding. Stretch fabric material fits the tubular frame snugly. Strong banding and a stylish concept you’re bound to draw attention.

Counter Graphic

**Key Features**
- Water resistant, anti-slip backing
- Slide-in style for quick graphic change
- Durable, perfect for busy areas
- Highlight promtions, up sell at counter

**Advertising from the ground up**
Floor Graphic is increasingly being used at event and retail spaces to direct and inform audiences in fun and creative ways. Three size options to get your original message across quickly & easily.

Floor Graphic

**Key Features**
- Quick and easy poster change
- Safe, durable and scratch resistant
- Reposition without floor damage
- Anti-slip surface
**Simple, Stylish, Secure POS Display**

Front-opening snap frames for quick and easy poster change, indoor or outdoor use, change your message frequently without hassle or leave your poster secure for extended use.

**Key Features**
- Frame sizes - 20mm, 25mm, 32mm & 46mm
- Lockable version available
- Mitred corners, silver anodised finish
- Huge range of size options

---

**Point of Sale static stands**

**Slimframe LED**

Illuminated poster display, size options

**Key Features**
- Slimframe suits landscape or portrait display
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- On / off light switch on each frame
- Diffuser cover, even light distribution

**Double-sided Light Pillar**

Display units for high volume indoor traffic areas, illuminated signage with its naturally attracting light feature, a powerful way of attracting attention to a brand in any retail environment.

**Key Features**
- Silver anodised framework
- Snapframe poster change
- Two size options
- Pre-fitted 2m electrical cable and plug

**Framed Backlit Poster Displays**

Illuminated Slimframe LED lightbox will increase brand awareness and have a competitive advantage over the non-lit options in today’s highly competitive exhibition environment.

**Key Features**
- Slimframe suits landscape or portrait display
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- On / off light switch on each frame
- 3m power lead, 12volt L/V transformer

**Diffuser cover, even light distribution**

Get visual impact with the Curved LED lightbox. Ideal for use within showrooms, exhibit stands, retail venues & office spaces. Economical LED lighting minimises heat ensuring easy handling.

**Key Features**
- Slimframe suits landscape or portrait display
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- On / off light switch on each frame
- 3m power lead, 12volt L/V transformer

**Queue Manager**

Quick barrier and info display

**Key Features**
- Chrome finished heavy-duty base and post
- Retractable red barrier belt
- Control people & crowd flow
- Width between posts 2m approximately

**Direct your audience**

Chrome finish queuing barrier posts are perfect for use in high traffic areas, a quality, affordable solution. Add info with the sign holder frame with slot for slide in graphic, displays A4 graphics.

---

**Curved Light Pillar**

Freestanding Backlit branded Display

**Snapframe**

Quick and easy poster change

**Key Features**
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- Silver anodised framework
- Lockable version available
- Mitred corners, silver anodised finish
- Huge range of size options

**Simple, Stylish, Secure POS Display**

Front-opening snap frames for quick and easy poster change, indoor or outdoor use, change your message frequently without hassle or leave your poster secure for extended use.

**Key Features**
- Frame sizes - 20mm, 25mm, 32mm & 46mm
- Silver anodised framework
- Lockable version available
- Mitred corners, silver anodised finish
- Huge range of size options

**Double-sided Light Pillar**

Display units for high volume indoor traffic areas, illuminated signage with its naturally attracting light feature, a powerful way of attracting attention to a brand in any retail environment.

**Key Features**
- Silver anodised framework
- Snapframe poster change
- Two size options
- Pre-fitted 2m electrical cable and plug

**Framed Backlit Poster Displays**

Illuminated Slimframe LED lightbox will increase brand awareness and have a competitive advantage over the non-lit options in today’s highly competitive exhibition environment.

**Key Features**
- Slimframe suits landscape or portrait display
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- On / off light switch on each frame
- 3m power lead, 12volt L/V transformer

**Diffuser cover, even light distribution**

Get visual impact with the Curved LED lightbox. Ideal for use within showrooms, exhibit stands, retail venues & office spaces. Economical LED lighting minimises heat ensuring easy handling.

**Key Features**
- Slimframe suits landscape or portrait display
- Snap frame mechanism for poster change
- On / off light switch on each frame
- 3m power lead, 12volt L/V transformer

**Queue Manager**

Quick barrier and info display

**Key Features**
- Chrome finished heavy-duty base and post
- Retractable red barrier belt
- Control people & crowd flow
- Width between posts 2m approximately

**Direct your audience**

Chrome finish queuing barrier posts are perfect for use in high traffic areas, a quality, affordable solution. Add info with the sign holder frame with slot for slide in graphic, displays A4 graphics.
Zed Up Plus
Anodised silver frames available in three sizes

Double-sided Literature Stand
Zed-Up-Plus is a popular literature stand, that is stylish and highly portable. Ideal for exhibitions and displays. This premium brochure stand has double sided acrylic shelves, and is supplied with a heavy duty lockable carry case. Zed-Up-Plus is available with a choice of A5, A4 and A3 capacity shelving.

Display 1
Brochure Display 1

Entry level brochure stand
Our low cost brochure display stand. Simple yet effective with a sturdy metal foot and collapsible pole. Suitable for A4 lightweight brochures.

Key Features
• A5, A4 & A3 widths available to suit all standard literature sizes
• High tech styling, quick and easy build with collapsible frame
• Double-sided acrylic shelves, sturdy and stylish when not in use
• Heavy duty lockable carry case included for secure transportation

Cascade
Simple folding stand

Folding brochure stand
Cascade is lightweight with grey finish polymer and is very quick and easy to assemble with its one step cantilever assembly action.

Key Features
• Get your display setup lightning fast
• Ultra portable easy transportation
• Strong pouches keep documents safe
• Budget option without compromise

Media4
Multi-deluxe

Portrait literature holder
Media4 Deluxe brochure stand is a modern and stylish literature stand with a chrome base. It is durable and robust, so ideal for regular use.

Key Features
• Collapsible & portable
• Lightweight & stylish construction
• One step cantilever assembly
• 4 pocket capacity, A4 literature
• Carry bag included

Linear Audio
Audio-visual Literature Post

All in one display
Point of sale display stand which includes an LCD screen fitting, along with six A4 sloping shelving for literature display.

Key Features
• Combine monitor information with brochure display
• Superior build quality keeps the stand secure & stable
• Six A4 literature slots

Totem
Single or double sided

Hold up to 8 shelves
Metal or injection moulded shelves, high quality single or double sided stand, when a quality and sturdy high impact stand is valued over portability.

Key Features
• Silver aluminium side rails
• Silver or black powder column
• Shelves & pockets simply slot in
• Screw fix metal base plate

ST Stand
ST Literature Stand

Freestanding poster display
Display a A3 poster, securely housed within a front opening snapframe. Can be ordered as a single sided, or double sided display (with two snapframes).

Key Features
• Push high chrome look
• 5 year warranty
• Carry bag included, setup 1 minute
• 3 strong A4 pouches
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Literature brochure stands
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Literature brochure stands
**Key Features**

- Combine banner & literature holder
- Sturdy base adds stability
- Single or double sided graphics
- Smart chrome construction

**Neatly hold A4 documents**

Greatly promote your brand and for displaying your literature. It is supplied as standard with 3 x literature shelves and a sail graphic panel.

---

**Key Features**

- Internal lighting
- Three size options
- High quality, hard wearing design
- LED backlit display option

**Designed for retail**

Perfect for retail displays, showrooms and to enhance exhibition displays. The Lumos range of display towers & podiums are user friendly to build.

---

**Key Features**

- Heavy-duty MDF black tower
- 10 x A4 2mm acrylic presenters
- Single/ double-sided stand
- Impressive structure & build quality

**Freestanding - heavy duty**

A double sided A4 pillar style stand with smart acrylic pockets. Perfect for exhibitions or a permanent a showroom or reception area solution.

---

**Key Features**

- Foldable showcase fast set-up
- Holds 5 translucent panels
- Complete with padded trolley
- 15 Watt LED light for spotlight effect

**Graphic tower & showcase**

Use as a covered graphic tower or product showcase, supplied with PVC panels and with graphics that can be updated, extending life & usage.

---

**Key Features**

- Attractive clean design
- Rigid stand features 6 shelves
- Heavy profile offers stability
- Quality look and feel

**Stylish clear shelf design**

Zig-Zag design and aluminium pole support offers a ridged, functional, double-sided brochure holder for your A4 literature.

---

**Key Features**

- Perfect for stand-alone advertising
- Pop-up construction, easy transport
- Lifetime hardware warranty
- Depth 64cm, Height 222cm, 10kg

**Attractive from every angle**

Pop Up Tower looks great from top to bottom, side to side. It handles itself well in any room and is ready to make a statement at a moment's notice.

---

**Key Features**

- Freestanding double-sided column
- Optional internal lighting
- Additional lectern shelf
- Accommodates tablet display

**The all-in-one display**

Quick build and solid construction make this a secure option to display your literature and feature presentation at any show.

---

**Key Features**

- Foldable showcase fast set-up
- Holds 5 translucent panels
- Complete with padded trolley
- 15 Watt LED light for spotlight effect

**Graphic tower & showcase**

Use as a covered graphic tower or product showcase, supplied with PVC panels and with graphics that can be updated, extending life & usage.

---

**Key Features**

- Double sided Illumination
- Anti-glare poster covers
- Fluorescent tube lighting
- H172cm, W75cm, D35cm, 30.8kg

**Elegant convex design**

Impressively large size, elegant design and silver coated finish. With double sided graphics that light up any room or compliment your display.

---

**Key Features**

- Perfect for stand-alone advertising
- Pop-up construction, easy transport
- Lifetime hardware warranty
- Depth 64cm, Height 222cm, 10kg

**Attractive from every angle**

Pop Up Tower looks great from top to bottom, side to side. It handles itself well in any room and is ready to make a statement at a moment’s notice.

---

**Key Features**

- Freestanding double-sided column
- Optional internal lighting
- Additional lectern shelf
- Accommodates tablet display

**The all-in-one display**

Quick build and solid construction make this a secure option to display your literature and feature presentation at any show.

---

**Key Features**

- Foldable showcase fast set-up
- Holds 5 translucent panels
- Complete with padded trolley
- 15 Watt LED light for spotlight effect

**Graphic tower & showcase**

Use as a covered graphic tower or product showcase, supplied with PVC panels and with graphics that can be updated, extending life & usage.

---

**Key Features**

- Double sided Illumination
- Anti-glare poster covers
- Fluorescent tube lighting
- H172cm, W75cm, D35cm, 30.8kg

**Elegant convex design**

Impressively large size, elegant design and silver coated finish. With double sided graphics that light up any room or compliment your display.
**Tabletop display stands**

**Liberty Mini**  
Easy setup tabletop banner  
Banner style snap rail to attach graphic and two poles for a height suitable for tabletop use, add additional poles to give even more height & presence.

**Mini Quick**  
Tabletop pop up display  
Mini Pop-up design  
Curved display  
Complete with padded carry bag  
Anti-scruff graphics  
Make a mini statement  
Banner style snap rail to attach graphic and two poles for a height suitable for tabletop use, add additional poles to give even more height & presence.

**Breeze**  
Roll up desktop banner stand  
Mini banner design  
Extremely light & portable  
A3 & A4 size options  
Roll up desktop banner stand  
Mini retractable roller banner  
This roll-up desktop banner stand takes seconds to set up, and comes complete with printed graphic panel and carry bag.

**Grip Talkers**  
Fabric desktop display stand  
Available in 1/3 A4, A5 and A4 sizes  
Aluminium with silver anodised finish  
Simply open insert panel & release  
Ultimate in mini portable display  
A handy addition in retail, office and exhibition environments. Simple to install, cost effective. Add instant info that can be frequently updated.

**Swift 360**  
Swift 360 Promo Counter  
Durable holds 50kg loads  
Two size & iPad counter options  
Wood effect top & colours available  
Perfect product presentation  
A round fronted lightweight portable demonstration promotional and in-store sampling counter designed for easy transportation and set up.

**Demo**  
Light, portable demonstrations  
Easy graphic update  
Promote multiple products  
Curved front, middle shelf, ridged base  
Quality reusable & tailored  
Easy to use display solution with easy interchangeable graphics, ideal for promotions where products are rotated frequently.

**Grafix**  
Update graphics fast  
Easy graphic update  
Promote multiple products  
Curved front, middle shelf, ridged base  
Durable by design  
The latest compact Finesse display promotional counter design. A light, portable unit that packs away neatly and can be built in under two minutes!

**Finesse**  
Delicate by nature  
Rear opening with generous storage  
Removable internal shelf & extra space  
Optional pack and header set  
Finish, black, wood effect or white  
Durable by design  
The latest compact Finesse display promotional counter design. A light, portable unit that packs away neatly and can be built in under two minutes!
Best selling counter solution
Pop Up Counters are elegant podiums, simple and quick to set up. With shelving space inside the counter, it’s a perfect display for exhibitions.

Premium counter display
Multiple options, a wide range of sizes & custom shapes when required. Join Zodiac Counters together to create bespoke counter displays.

Single or nested plinths
Round display plinths are the ideal for product display and quick build podium requirements. Use individually or as a group with finish options.

Superior & stable build quality
Very robust counter allows you to present in a very professional manner. Standard option comes with an open back, option for a lockable door.

Key Features
• Mini & standard sizes
• Wrap around graphics
• Internal shelves add stability
• Complete with carry bag

Medium, large or rectangle option
Our popular Podium Pro range with budget pricing and professional styling has expanded to include three counter sizes and profile options. With coned wall materials and a curved structure it’s solid yet portable, with the option to print your own wrap graphic to add brand recognition.

Key Features
• Choice of three sizes and profiles
• Only four parts assembly
• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening
• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Key Features
• Choice of three sizes and profiles
• Only four parts assembly
• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening
• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Key Features
• Case transforms into a large podium
• Built in minutes, detachable graphics
• Wheeled case, internal shelves
• Multiple cases form larger podium

Key Features
• Straight, curved top or display
• Black, white, silver or birch finish
• Heavy duty, robust and strong
• 5 year hardware guarantee

Free standing poster display
Cleverly designed branded portable exhibition counters. We supply a choice of three styles, supplied with personalised graphics & carry bag.

Podium Pro
Budget Counter With Pro Options
Case transforms to counter
Quality podium three options

Key Features
• Multi size options
• Join together to create reception
• Solid secure construction
• Internal shelves & lockable doors

Key Features
• Birch, black, silver or white tops
• Printed, looped nylon, beech wraps
• Flat packed, easy to transport
• Quick to assemble, no tools required

Key Features
• Looks great plane or branded
• iPad mounted or counter cut options
• Portable or semi permanent option
• Flat pack for transportation

Key Features
• Straight, curved top or display
• Black, white, silver or birch finish
• Heavy duty, robust and strong
• 5 year hardware guarantee

Podium with rigid graphics
Multi height & nested display
Cabinet styled pro counter

Key Features
• Multiple size options
• Join together to create reception
• Solid secure construction
• Internal shelves & lockable doors

Key Features
• Birch, black, silver or white tops
• Printed, looped nylon, beech wraps
• Flat packed, easy to transport
• Quick to assemble, no tools required

Key Features
• Looks great plane or branded
• iPad mounted or counter cut options
• Portable or semi permanent option
• Flat pack for transportation

Key Features
• Choice of three sizes and profiles
• Only four parts assembly
• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening
• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Podium Pro
Budget Counter With Pro Options
Case transforms to counter
Quality podium three options

Pop Up
Podium with rigid graphics
Multi height & nested display
Cabinet styled pro counter

Key Features
• Multiple size options
• Join together to create reception
• Solid secure construction
• Internal shelves & lockable doors

Key Features
• Birch, black, silver or white tops
• Printed, looped nylon, beech wraps
• Flat packed, easy to transport
• Quick to assemble, no tools required

Key Features
• Looks great plane or branded
• iPad mounted or counter cut options
• Portable or semi permanent option
• Flat pack for transportation

Key Features
• Choice of three sizes and profiles
• Only four parts assembly
• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening
• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Podium with rigid graphics
Multi height & nested display
Cabinet styled pro counter

Key Features
• Multiple size options
• Join together to create reception
• Solid secure construction
• Internal shelves & lockable doors

Key Features
• Birch, black, silver or white tops
• Printed, looped nylon, beech wraps
• Flat packed, easy to transport
• Quick to assemble, no tools required

Key Features
• Looks great plane or branded
• iPad mounted or counter cut options
• Portable or semi permanent option
• Flat pack for transportation

Key Features
• Choice of three sizes and profiles
• Only four parts assembly
• Wrap graphic panel with Velcro fastening
• Large & Medium tabletops Black, Wood, White & Silver

Podium Pro
Budget Counter With Pro Options
Case transforms to counter
Quality podium three options
Outdoor Collection
Flying Super
Supersize banner 6m high

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Simple handling & no tool setup
- Carry bag compact protects for years
- Weight 4kg, 6m height

Key Features
- 2 year warranty
- Rotating ground fitting
- Supplied with carry bag
- UV resistant inks

Supersized wing banner 6.7m high

We can produce either single sided or double sided fabric panels. Our double sided fabric panels are printed on both sides with a 100% light block material to prevent any show through.

Flagstand XL
XL - Flag banner for outdoor use

Key Features
- Use up to 5.5m high
- Easy to build, no loose parts
- Weight down options for extra support
- Transport bag supplied

Extra large - Extra stable
With a telescopic flag pole, which enables use at any height up to 5.5m. Flagstand XL has a simple construction with very few loose parts, which simplifies transportation & build time.

Teardrop Banners
Popular outdoor flying banners
Teardrop Banners are the perfect tool for outdoor branding opportunities at sporting events, charity events, showroom display, or to grab the attention of passers-by.

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Treated fabrics, UV resistant inks
- Washable & Colour-fast
- Four impressive sizes

Popular sail banner 2.4m - 5.6m

Windchaser
Wind-powered branded Sail Banners
Designed to maximize outdoor marketing and promotional opportunities. Windchaser sail banners include an innovative rotating mechanism which keeps them taut in the wind.

Key Features
- Rotating ground fitting
- UV resistant inks
- Quick and easy set up
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Diffuser cover, even light distribution
Get visual impact with the Curved LED lightbox. Ideal for use within showrooms, exhibit stands, retail venues & office spaces. Economical LED lighting minimises heat ensuring easy handling.

Key Features
- A1 & A2 Size options
- Freestanding or wall mount
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Windchaser Banners
Available 2.5m - 5.5m high banner

Feather
Available 2.3m - 5.1m high banner

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Treated fabrics, UV resistant inks
- Washable & Colour-fast
- Four impressive sizes

Popular sail banner 2.1m - 5.1m high banner

Sail Banners outdoor displays

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Treated fabrics, UV resistant inks
- Washable & Colour-fast
- Four impressive sizes

Supersize your display
Flying Banners are the perfect tool for outdoor events where your sail banner needs to dominate. This don’t-hold-your-breath will ensure that you will tower over your competitors.

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Freestanding or wall mount
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Supersize banner 6m high

We can produce either single sided or double sided fabric panels. Our double sided fabric panels are printed on both sides with a 100% light block material to prevent any show through.

Key Features
- A1 & A2 Size options
- Freestanding or wall mount
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Supersized wing banner 6.7m high

With a telescopic flag pole, which enables use at any height up to 5.5m. Flagstand XL has a simple construction with very few loose parts, which simplifies transportation & build time.

Tear Drop
Windchaser
Feather
Flying Super
Wing Super
Flagstand XL

Teardrop Banners
Popular sail banner 2.4m - 5.6m

Windchaser
Available 2.5m - 5.5m high banner

Feather
Available 2.3m - 5.1m high banner

Flying Super
Supersize banner 6m high

Wing Super
Supersize banner 6.7m high

Flagstand XL
XL - Flag banner for outdoor use

Key Features
- Rotating ground fitting
- UV resistant inks
- Quick and easy set up
- Four impressive sizes

Key Features
- A1 & A2 Size options
- Freestanding or wall mount
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Treated fabrics, UV resistant inks
- Washable & Colour-fast
- Four impressive sizes

Cloth cover, even light distribution
Get visual impact with the Curved LED lightbox. Ideal for use within showrooms, exhibit stands, retail venues & office spaces. Economical LED lighting minimises heat ensuring easy handling.

Key Features
- A1 & A2 Size options
- Freestanding or wall mount
- Portrait or landscape
- LED light sources - No assembly required

Supersize banner 6m high

We can produce either single sided or double sided fabric panels. Our double sided fabric panels are printed on both sides with a 100% light block material to prevent any show through.

Key Features
- Available single or double sided
- Treated fabrics, UV resistant inks
- Washable & Colour-fast
- Four impressive sizes

Tear Drop
Windchaser
Feather
Flying Super
Wing Super
Flagstand XL
Looks great inside or out
Ideal for presentation, retail display or exhibition environments. Stylish design, fully adjustable. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.

Impact in all directions
Graphics panels are printed on an outdoor grade PVC designed to withstand the elements. Available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. Double or single sided graphics. Handle & wheels to reposition. Different size graphics available. Join together to form a large wall.

Make a huge statement
The biggest graphic carrier in the range with a print area of up to 6m². Supremely sturdy, hard wearing, with huge solid feet filled for stability.

Almost indoors, outdoors in any weather
Great in any weather. Made from hard wearing PVC, available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, UV resistant, 4 year warranty.

Pop Out banners
Compact carry bag and ground pegs supplied. Choose from choice of shapes & sizes. Made from hard wearing PVC, available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.

Optimum outdoor impact
Set up seconds. This display stand comes with a compact carry bag and ground pegs. Made from hard wearing PVC, available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.

Key Features
- Set-up in seconds
- Great in any weather
- Printed with UV inks
- Carry bags & ground pegs supplied

Full impact, minimum effort
Marketing & branding opportunities at outdoor events made easy. UV inks & weather resistant. Over 500 styles to choose from. Printed in any combination of colours using UV inks. Carry bag & ground pegs supplied. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.

Pop up A-Frames
Suits companies with cut out logos and branding ideas. A durable, easy set up frame ready in just 30 seconds, comes with its own carry bag. Available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.

Roll up Banner Stands
Portable & lightweight. Made from hard wearing PVC, available single or double sided. Single or double-sided graphics. UV ink print on cotton calico, weather resistant, 5 year warranty.
Bannerbow

Premium Portable fabric arches - Size & backdrop options

Key Features

• Outdoor Size Options - Small or Medium
• Designed with simplicity in mind
• Single & double sided print options
• Indoor & Outdoor product options
• Add a inner backdrop wall that fits neatly under the arch
• Ultra-light and simple to build
• Available with smart wheeled bag

For when you want to be seen!

Bannerbow offers an innovative display solution for exhibition, event and retail. Bannerbow portable event arches and backdrop can easily create an exciting portable branding arch with style and overhead experience. Bannerbow arches offer an effective alternative to regular portable marketing displays.

Event Arch - Outdoor

With the same quick build design for indoor and outdoor models, with the main difference being the secure stabilising feet. Bannerbow outdoor is suitable in light wind and rain weather conditions.

Grand Fabric

Premium Take your message out. Everywhere!

Key Features

• Double-sided fabric print for extra exposure
• Easy set up - no tools needed
• Materials designed to endure long outdoor use
• Filled water tanks ads ultimate stability in wind & rain

Portable backdrop - Looks great everywhere!

Use outdoors, on stands & get maximum exposure for your message. Made with a lightweight aluminium frame colour fast graphics, Grand Fabric is weather proof to both rain & sun. Simply pull the fabric over the frame parts, fill the water tanks for stability & your good to go!

Gazebo

Premium Branded Gazebos in a range of sizes

Key Features

• Full printed walls, half walls and front door options
• Solid construction, perfect in any weather
• Two people can setup easily
• Ground secured options depending on usage

Range of configurations

We offer a standard and premium gazebos, with the main difference being the thickness of the aluminium frame. The premium gazebos is more suited to frequent use in strong weather conditions. We can produce both options in a 3x3m, 4.5x3m and 6x3m size, single or double-sided panels.
Ex-Star

**Premium** Branded tents eye-catching shelter

**Key Features**
- Unusual eye-catching shape, provides branding & shelter
- Two captivating design and size options
- Quality digital print for brilliant colours and graphics
- Exclusive treated fabric, weatherproof & adaptable

Eye-catching branding and stylish shelter

These are ideal for promotions, football, sports events and golf days as well as being a great looking alternative to a standard Gazebo or Zoom Tent. The Ex-Star is made from quality polyester which is supported by a central pole and secured by ground pegs, easily update your graphics.

Event Bar

**Premium** Combine shelter & outdoor podium

**Key Features**
- Perfect for any indoor or outdoor show
- Passers by naturally drawn to the Even Dome
- Solid construction – Setup and leave for days
- Internal shelves for storage and security

Fun promotions, serve outside with a smile

Your event crowd will instinctively congregate to the alluring Event Bar. Digital & screen print options to the domed top and sides gives vibrant branding. Used indoors and outdoors the high quality organic shape is water repellent and tough enough to tackle any conditions.

Inflatable Tent

Robust, flexible, eye-catching cover

**Key Features**
- Stands wind speeds up to 15mph/24kmh when pegged
- Made from strong polyester, double layer PE fabric outer
- Puncture repair kit & standard Carry Bag included
- Securing straps included

Printed inflatable Cover

Height 2.65m, Width 3m, Depth 3m, Weight 9.67kg. A sturdy & attractive option for outdoor displays, providing visual messages that can been seen from afar. Optional canopies & wall accessories provide more printed message opportunities & added shelter from the elements.

Jumbo Cabana

Mid Range Pop up tent style outdoor cover

**Key Features**
- Assemble in under a minute, no tools required
- Advanced Colourfast fabric printing technology
- Quality sewing and workmanship
- Size; 1.9m high, 3.5m wide, 2.2m deep

High visibility Pop-up Cover

Giving you spacious cover to promote. Jumbo Cabana won’t fail to announce your brand presence at your next event! High impact, can be used as quick-day use stands, freestanding event billboards or even a quick build alternative to an outdoor event reception area.
Shelter outdoor displays

**Budget**
- Branded cover, choice of shapes

**Parasol**
- Parasols umbrellas are ideal for both indoor and outdoor retail spaces.
- Printing available on the entire surface using dye-sublimation technology so there is no limitation on design or colour. The Parasol makes a bright and vibrant eye-catching display whatever the weather.

**Key Features**
- Circular or Square profiles
- Printed with bright UV colours
- Ideal both indoors and outdoors
- Heavy optional 20kg base for security

**Update graphics easily, long term investment**
Create the perfect space for your customers and brand, deluxe Cafe barriers are ideal defining outside areas. Hard-wearing posts & bases with tension arms keep graphics looking great.

**Café Barriers**
- Premium
- Wide range of size & configurations

**Event Barriers outdoor displays**

**Budget**
- Unique printed designs on a classic

**Bunting**
- Brighten up any event or stand & add a modern twist to a design classic.
- Unique individual printed messages can really add a new dimension to any stand or outdoor display.
- Mix up the bunting with multiple designs and messages available in any length with a black or white trim finish.

**Key Features**
- Weather Resistant, durable, ideal indoors or outdoors
- Triangular or square pennants, double or single sided
- Classic theme looks great at any event
- Custom lengths & custom shapes available

**Simple handling & no tools required for setup**
Give your event or venue branded crowd control, printed barriers make a huge impact on the overall look of any event. Mark areas or divert queues in style. Your crowd can become part of your brand appeal at any event.

**Crowd Barriers**
- Premium
- Printed covers for outdoor barriers

**Premium**
- Printed covers for outdoor barriers
- Wide range of size & configurations

**Key Features**
- Produced any size, fits any outdoor barrier
- Secure Velcro fittings to attach the barrier
- Treated fabrics, waterproof & UV resistant
- Can print different images on each side of the banner

**Digital print means you can have any colour, or printed design imaginable.**
Vibrant outdoor printing, get noticed
Event Bin compliments our range of outdoor pop-up range. Printed onto high quality display fabric, with a waterproof bottom, using the same high quality tensioning system across the range.

Event Bin Street Flag Lantern Banner
Flat-pack outdoor display counters
Street level mobile marketing
360 degree outdoor lantern banner
Unique portable banners
The perfect solution to advertise on the move. Ideal for adding value when distributing flyers in the high street, promoting events or your stand location. A great way to get your message across.

Elegant movement catches attention
Printed with dye sublimation ink and material, which allows the fabric to be backlit and give it a unique glow. Illuminated from inside with a battery powered lighting unit & an electric motor.

Key Features
- Backpack made from coated nylon
- Can be used with four different flag shapes
- All poles and rods supplied with back pack
- Reinforced straps and flag mounting system

Mistral Lampost Banners
Mistral Lampost Banners, a user friendly display which is designed to mount printed graphic panels to lamposts. They are ideal for promoting an events, sponsorship and general branding.

Key Features
- Single or double sided
- Designed for long term use
- Adjust fixing for preferred banner length
- Easy to update graphics & change size

Withstands extreme wind up to 38mph
Mistral Lampost Banners are a cost effective solution for outdoor marketing opportunities. Weather resistant and supplied with eyelets, these PVC Banners are a simple branding tool.

Key Features
- Popular option, print any required size
- UV inks and weather resistant
- Supplied with strong fixing eyelets
- Low cost, great for one off or occasional events

PVC outdoor banners with eyelets
Umbrella shaped display panels

Key Features
- Single or double sided
- UV inks and weather resistant
- Supplied with strong fixing eyelets
- Low cost, great for one off or occasional events

PVC outdoor banners with eyelets
The classic outdoor banner frame

Key Features
- Quick & easy to install pop-up display stands
- Light-weight, portable, sturdy & robust
- Perfect indoors or outdoors
- Double or single sided

Popular outdoor banners
The frame is available 250cm wide x 100cm high, or 300cm wide x 125cm high. Graphic are printed on PVC and supplied with eyelets. Panels can even be removed and used frameless.

Popular outdoor banners
Banner Frames PVC Banners Key Features
- Single or double sided
- UV inks and weather resistant
- Supplied with strong fixing eyelets
- Low cost, great for one off or occasional events

Durable Branded Banners
Our popular PVC banners are a cost effective solution for outdoor marketing opportunities. Weather resistant and supplied with eyelets, these PVC Banners are a simple branding tool.

Key Features
- Single or double sided
- UV inks and weather resistant
- Supplied with strong fixing eyelets
- Low cost, great for one off or occasional events

Popular outdoor banners
Mistral Lampost PVC outdoor banners with eyelets
Lampost graphic displays

Principal outdoor display
Perfect for advertising on the move, can be used with eyelets, and is easy to set up and take down.

Key Features
- Set up and take down in just 30 seconds
- Securing pegs for use in all conditions
- Fiberglass rods withstand intensive use
- Replace graphics for multiple use with ease

Event Bin PVC outdoor banners with eyelets
Flat-pack outdoor display counters

Key Features
- Backpack made from coated nylon
- Can be used with four different flag shapes
- All poles and rods supplied with back pack
- Reinforced straps and flag mounting system

Banner Frames PVC Banners Key Features
- Quick & easy to install pop-up display stands
- Light-weight, portable, sturdy & robust
- Perfect indoors or outdoors
- Double or single sided

Popular outdoor banners
The frame is available 250cm wide x 100cm high, or 300cm wide x 125cm high. Graphic are printed on PVC and supplied with eyelets. Panels can even be removed and used frameless.

Popular outdoor banners
Banner Frames PVC Banners Key Features
- Quick & easy to install pop-up display stands
- Light-weight, portable, sturdy & robust
- Perfect indoors or outdoors
- Double or single sided

Popular outdoor banners
The frame is available 250cm wide x 100cm high, or 300cm wide x 125cm high. Graphic are printed on PVC and supplied with eyelets. Panels can even be removed and used frameless.

Popular outdoor banners
Banner Frames PVC Banners Key Features
- Quick & easy to install pop-up display stands
- Light-weight, portable, sturdy & robust
- Perfect indoors or outdoors
- Double or single sided

Popular outdoor banners
The frame is available 250cm wide x 100cm high, or 300cm wide x 125cm high. Graphic are printed on PVC and supplied with eyelets. Panels can even be removed and used frameless.

Popular outdoor banners
Banner Frames PVC Banners Key Features
- Quick & easy to install pop-up display stands
- Light-weight, portable, sturdy & robust
- Perfect indoors or outdoors
- Double or single sided

Popular outdoor banners
The frame is available 250cm wide x 100cm high, or 300cm wide x 125cm high. Graphic are printed on PVC and supplied with eyelets. Panels can even be removed and used frameless.
Classic
Environmetally friendly swing sign

Key Features
- Double sided, quick build, no tools needed
- Available in black and white
- Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
- Heavy-duty construction

Ideal for shop fronts or forecourts. Stainless steel hanging brackets, the frame is available in black and white. The base is made from recycled PVC.

A-Master
A2, A1, A0 or 20” x 30” size options

Key Features
- Double sided, range of size options
- Snap-frame design
- Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
- Quick build, solid construction

Ideal for shop fronts or forecourts. Suitable for shop fronts or forecourts. Stainless steel hanging brackets. Frames are available in black or white. The base is made from recycled PVC.

Switch
Quick change poster display

Key Features
- Quick change graphics, double sided
- Secure poster display
- Holds A2 size print
- Quick build, no tools required

Folding outdoor signage
Available in a range of sizes. It comes with a front opening aluminium snap frame with rounded corners. Supplied with a perspex anti glare poster cover to protect your poster from rain.

Key Features
- Bold design, always noticed, three size options
- Trolley transport option, update graphics with ease
- Optional trolley if needed to be moved regularly
- Fill the base with water or sand for extra stability

Sentinel
Large pavement sign, three size options

Key Features
- Double sided, heavy-duty construction
- Complete with protective graphics covers
- Optional trolley available
- Available in three sizes: A1, 30”x40” and A0

Best-selling pavement signs
Our Recoil pavement signs is a popular double sided display for shop front display and forecourts. The snap frame enables quick and easy poster change. The Recoil outdoor display stand is completely waterproof with anti glare plastic covers for long term display.
### Modular Options tailored to your event

Exhibitions come in all shapes and sizes, grow your stand over time with our systems

#### Pro-Build
- Complex oversized structures
- 3d plans and visuals
- Storage & delivery included
- Lifetime warranty & support

#### Advanced
- Visually impressive
- Built by two to four people
- Install service available
- Fully adaptable to each event

#### Self-Build
- Simple construction
- Built by one or two people
- Full accessory options
- Expand & update over time

#### Build & transport with ease

Our most portable systems come with a minimum five-year hardware guarantee, ongoing support & the ability to update. You can be confident your system will last and adapt for years to come.

#### Complex yet still portable

Advance systems are built around solid construction, visually impressive structural features, advanced customisable options and backed up by our design and planning services.

#### The best in reusable expo

Built around the best systems available with architectural impressive exhibition displays, the complete Pro service is designed from the ground up to support you every step of the way.

#### Build & transport with ease

Our most portable systems come with a minimum five-year hardware guarantee, ongoing support & the ability to update. You can be confident your system will last and adapt for years to come.

#### Complex yet still portable

Advance systems are built around solid construction, visually impressive structural features, advanced customisable options and backed up by our design and planning services.

#### The best in reusable expo

Built around the best systems available with architectural impressive exhibition displays, the complete Pro service is designed from the ground up to support you every step of the way.

### Twist

#### Self-Build Pop up display system

**Key Features**
- Patented tensing system for self levelling and flat graphic panels
- Seamless linking of graphic panels with Flexi-Link and Easi-Link kits
- Create bespoke, unique shapes
- Smooth and natural curves with the patented Flexi-Link Kit
- Cost effective solution
- Range of accessories including screen/ tablet brackets, lights & shelves.
- Portable, transport in carry bags or case

#### High Impact Exhibition Stands

The Easi-Link kit is used to link Twist Display Stands to create a flat wall or backdrop or create the ultimate bespoke exhibition stands by utilising both Flexi-Link panels and Easi-Link kits. We can help you to visualise a bespoke Twist configuration with our free In House design service. Simply give us the stand spaces you want to use your Twist stands in, and we will put together 3D drawings showing the best configuration.
Impact modular

Self-Build Takes you from mini pop-up to large scale modular

Make the modular move

This is a popular option for our customers that want to take the first step into large adaptable modular systems with budget flexibility & portability. Available with many high end modular features, monitor holders, end panel lighting, internal and external showcase shelving, variable heights, private storage areas and fully adaptable graphics that make the display versatile at future events for years to come.

Key Features

- Cost effective - make the modular step with a pop-up budget
- Portable - Impact Modular can break down & transport in a few wheeled cases
- Modular - parts can be taken on and off frame system to make a fully modular display with different widths and heights
- Curved or flat ends, curved or flat walls, variable heights can be achieved
- TV holders, shelving, lighting & more
- 3D drawing service - plan before you buy
- Option for internal shelving - Showcase

Accessories that grow with you

An advanced portable system which takes small back-drop system technology & pushes the concept to new heights, available with many simple features usually only seen used in high end modular systems.

Monitor holders, end panel lighting, internal & external showcase shelving, variable heights, private storage, frame modifications & fully adaptable graphics that make your display adaptable for years to come.
Clever Frame

**Self-Build** Limitless possibilities with connecting frames

**Key Features**
- Replace & update graphics with ease
- Tool-less connectors, magnet graphics
- Easy self-build, no tools required
- Straight & curved frames walls and roofs
- No limits to your design
- Includes 3d visuals & plans
- Huge range of quality modular accessories
- Invest to impress - Clever Frame will adapt with your ideas for years to come

**Build & grow your own stand**
Award winning design, the next generation of self-build systems. Inter-connecting aluminium frames can be configured into almost any form or structure. The system is so robust and simple to build (no tools required) you can be confident your initial outlay will last you years on the exhibition circuit.

Easily manipulate frames to different sizes and structures for different events, and update sections of graphics without having all panels replaced. The graphic panels, are secured by magnet to the face of the frames to give a stunning and near seamless single or double-sided graphic coverage.

Centro modular

**Self-Build** Premium click and lock frames, self-build portable modular stands

**Key Features**
- Unique, durable aluminium construction
- Quality assured - 5 year guarantee
- Shaped silver bases ensure stability
- Adaptable options with the Centro range
- Wall, shelving and poster displays function individually
- Substrate options, traditional banner, flexible PVC or ridged Foamex
- Expand over time, flexible outlay
- Self build and easy transport
- 3d rendered drawings available

**Build & Expand with Centro Modular**
A trusted option, Centro has the ability to be self built and combined with adaptable components, this system suit a variety of retail and exhibition environments.
With 15 years of development and continued supply it’s the perfect choice for customers who wish to build on existing kit and expand or new exhibitors to enter the market with confidence knowing they can grow into modular options well into the future.
The choice is yours – build & expand!

Kwik Frame the portable and easy to build frame system requiring no tools or specialised building knowledge to create stunning and practical display spaces easily. Mix and match frames to design a system that fits your personal requirements, this allows you to easily add and change layouts in the future.

A frame that has unique magnetic connectors allowing a smooth and simple setup your team will accomplish with ease. Safe and stable frames look great with rounded edges and have profiles with a high grade finish that looks smart and professional to leave a stylish impression.

Kwik Frame is a great choice for exhibitors that are required to fill a L shaped display stand, with the added benefit of creating a storage space in the corner, giving you added practicality and security on a budget.

Key Features
• Portable and no tools required for setup
• Magnetic connection, simple assembly
• Frames designed to mix & match then combine seamlessly
• Use frames as standalone backdrops
• Easy introduction to modular displays

Stretch modular

Advanced Premium click and lock frames, self-build portable modular stands

Key Features
• 5m x 2.5m and 3m High walls are popular choice for straight walls
• Add a popular 2-3m Ceiling Hung Display
• Premium option, 5 year hardware warranty
• Quality construction and light materials
• Great event option saves time & money
• Curved or straight wall offer complete bespoke solutions

Market-leading fabric solution

Stretch modular consists of an aluminium profile with an integrated channel, which allows users to insert bespoke graphics with silicone edging that stretches across the surface of the frame.

Stretch now offers the option of seamlessly wrapping corners, creating room sets, break-out areas, suspended cubes and a wide variety of other great looking tension fabric display solutions.

Stretch Modular specifically offers two channels for the insertion of fabric graphics with a silicone strip sewn onto the edge. This silicone strip fits precisely into the profile channel, gripping the fabric and stretching it across the display surface, leaving no creases.

Self-Build Magnetic frames available in different sizes to create unique display spaces

Stretch modular
T3 modular

Advanced

Click and lock beams with choice of graphic panel materials

Key Features

- Impressive structures on a small budget
- Adaptable, easy to update size & graphics
- Drastically reduces set-up, transport and storage costs for large scale modular
- Strong enough to support plasma screens and heavy display shelving
- No tools or skilled labour needed to build
- Individual frame components, lowers maintenance bills, full hardware support
- Frame UK designed and manufactured
- Supports fabric, paper & board substrates

Complex modular systems simplified

T3 enables exhibitors looking for maximum exhibition value to compete with high-end custom build exhibition stands without compromising on quality.

Unlike many custom-built stands T3 requires no tools, eliminating regular ongoing costs. No other complex shape system competes on speed of build & dismantle.

Create a stunning displays, completely reconfigurable, adaptable to all environments and requires no tools using the simple, patented ‘twist and lock’ action.

T3 Shell Kit

Advanced

Premium click and lock frames, self-build portable modular stands

Key Features

- Fast, simple and easy to fit
- No tools required
- Can accommodate screens, plinths and storage spaces
- Fits any shell scheme with unique clamp
- Use a large freestanding displays
- Designed to free up floor-space
- Premium option
- 5 year hardware warranty

Convert Shell Schemes into displays

Designed for simplicity, adaptability for different venues and maximizing available space. Built around the T3 Shell clamp, which can be fixed to any shell scheme worldwide, without any tools, creating seamless fabric display environments.

Using the same T3 frames as the modular system and the shell connectors your kit connects effortlessly to any shell system and maintains a 60mm clearance.

You can extend or reduce your system to fit different event spaces, giving you not only a unique looking stand but one that’s cost effective for future displays.
Gantry modular

**Advanced** Versatile gantry frame exhibition stand

**Key Features**

- Low cost large scale exhibition option
- Industrial manipulated framework creates bold & striking structures
- Long term option, easy to buy parts, update graphics & modify
- Easy to learn & build by your own team, installation & storage also available
- Choice of graphic panel materials
- Full range of exhibition accessories

**Create bold exhibition stands**

Create bold, striking exhibition stands, at a fraction of the cost of traditional bespoke options. With attractive, exposed lightweight aluminium beams that are extremely strong, allowing a load bearing up to 60m. Supplied in sections, Gantry can be used to create any shape and size exhibition or display stand. The modular nature of the framework allows for the size and shape to be reconfigured between events. Therefore, one gantry exhibition stand can be designed to fit a range of exhibition requirements throughout the year.

Ideal for companies wanting to have one exhibition stand that can be manipulated and reused at any size.

Floortble exhibition flooring

**Advanced** Professional stands start from the ground up, flooring that sets the tone

**Key Features**

- Our flooring comes in panels that interlock
- The components hug each other and cannot move in any plane or direction
- No clicking or friction in the joining action
- The system can be put down and taken up quickly by one person without tools
- Space under the floor to run cables
- Four of popular finishes (alternative finishes & direct print options available)
- Superior quality
- Five year hardware warranty
- Quick turnaround

**Perfect professional start & finish**

A fully modular and adaptable floor system, popular with exhibitors that have repeated exhibitions and can save time and money purchasing their own hard wearing, professional looking floor that last for many years.

The raised floor allows cables to be hidden seamlessly and textured edging gives the whole look a permanent floor feel, complementing any exhibition space.
It's time to move your stand to the next level, time to create a stunning superior system that will raise your company profile and professionalism at any large-scale event. If you have been given the task to meet this challenge we may just have the complete professional system to achieve your goals.

Linx modular display is the complete premium package. From the moment we take your brief to the day your stand is constructed, you can be assured of quality at every stage. Linx uses a high-grade frame system that can produce incredible structures that can mix architectural forms and print on various substrates to create contemporary structures that wouldn’t look out of place in any architecture portfolio.

Key Features
- Pro system backed by our full logistics, design, 3d renders and planning service
- Complex aluminium frame systems are pre-built off-site and quality tested
- Planned storage and delivery of your system ready for exhibition day
- Build & logistics of the day all undertaken by our install technicians

Complete pro stand & full service

Vector modular display stands give you an outstanding visually competitive edge in the professional display circuit.

Aluminium frames with a wide range of large stand applications, huge structures that can be free standing, backlit, including double sided graphics, secure doors & storage areas, towers, screen fittings and shelving for products or brochures as well as arches to enhance the stand and create depth to the structure.

Full design install & event logistics, sit back and relax with Modular Pro we do the work!

Key Features
- Vector Modules build complete complex systems fast with pre designed shapes
- 3d drawings to fully release your ideas
- Aluminium frame system pre-built & tested
- We store and deliver of your system ready
- Logistics, build & take-down, all provided by our install technicians
- Exhibition day; Relax & concentrate on your audience

Pro design, fabric modular solution

Each custom-designed Vector display stand gives you an outstanding visually competitive edge in the professional display circuit.

Aluminium frames with a wide range of large stand applications, huge structures that can be free standing, backlit, including double sided graphics, secure doors & storage areas, towers, screen fittings and shelving for products or brochures as well as arches to enhance the stand and create depth to the structure.
beMatrix modular
Pro-Build Hire large-scale Professional Exhibition Stands

beMatrix Benefits
beMatrix has the look and feel of complicated and expensive fixed exhibition stands, with the bonus of added modular possibilities complete in a portable system. Combining aluminium frames with graphic panels in a simple way, beMatrix fits neatly between high end and portable systems.

The panels, textiles and alternative infills are fixed to the frame and not in between the structure beams, this allows a system where the frame is barely visible, leaving more space for your graphic message, giving you a strong design element.

LED skin wall options are the ultimate in eye catching coverings, create a tailored graphic presentation that really make your stand visible in any show.

Key Features
• Our complete service, available to buy & loan, long or short term rentals
• Impressive modern stands without the large-scale price tag
• Fabric or Foamex panels, Fabric option to reduces panel joins
• Eye catching digital presentations with huge digital LED panels

beMatrix Frame, Hire & Service Advantages

The Perfect Hire Stand
We’re here for you at every stage of the process, your high end stand will be backed up with our experienced design, production and install team to take the pressure off and allow you to concentrate on your own sales.

On top of the fantastic savings you can draw on our years of exhibiting experience across the UK and Europe. We are with you from initial concept design right through to your event.

Full logistics, storage and install service gives you peace of mind. Mirage Display has been trusted and reputable event partner for many years, our experience counts.

The beMatrix frame combines tradition modular components that can be linked to build a custom stand. This give you a fantastic return on investment combined with ease of build and reusability. With our hire frame you save not only money but time and manpower.
ISOframe Wave

Self-Build
Stunning looks, superior build quality, infinite flexibility & user-friendly

Key Features
• Flexible, reduce or expand your exhibition stand to suit the floorspace
• Easy to build, no tools, DIY construction
• Hard-wearing for regular use
• Range of accessories, shelves, lighting, literature stands, counters and TV stands
• Storage areas can be added
• 3D Drawing Service for planning available
• Variable heights 2090mm - 2490mm

Premium flexible portable system
Stunning looks, superior build quality, infinite flexibility and extremely user-friendly. ISOframe Wave is the first portable exhibition display system that can be formed into any shape. You can even extend or reduce the display without re-positioning graphics. This quality product will grow with your company and exhibition ideas for years.

The unique, Flexi-Wave link gives the exhibition display system superior build quality and total flexibility. With its compact nature the ISOframe Wave is also easily transportable and is assembled without tools - ideal for the self-build exhibitor.

ISO Ripple
Flex ripple to almost any shape

Key Features
• Simple, tool-less assembly
• Bend and flex to suit the venue
• 300mm wide banners link to form backdrops
• Build full exhibition solutions with add ons

Banner, Pop-up? Why not have both! You can re-use and reconfigure the size and shape of the display for future events, and with all the accessories you’ll expect its flexible enough for all your future display needs.

ISO Bar
Street level mobile marketing

Key Features
• Combine units to build different shapes
• Minimal framework light but still very strong
• Optional adjustable internal shelving
• Optional back-lighting and down-lighting

Variety & quality are standard
Five different shapes, all available in different heights to compliment the range. Superior build quality & portable nature makes this counter a winner, giving you years of reliable service.

ISO Counter
Bespoke pro counters

Key Features
• Fast and easy tool-free assembly
• Use as counters or product display podium
• Optional adjustable internal shelving
• Upgradeable to a maximum load of 75Kg

Complete your ISO stand look
Create a fully functional reception area complete with unique shapes, internal shelving & lights. Fully modular counter system, sturdy, easy to build and compact enough to transport.

ISOframe range